
* Product Overview  

The Adesso® AKB-110EB 3-Color Illuminated Mini Keyboard 
is the perfect choice for those who �nd themselves often
working in dark or dimly-lit environments. This keyboard
features Illuminated backlit keys in 3 colors (Green, Blue and
Red) which can be accessed quickly and conveniently with a 
touch of a button! You can dim, brighten or turn o� the light
on your backlit keys by using the hotkeys.  Measuring less 
than 12” wide, its compact size is ideal for POS stations, sales 
or information kiosks, warehouses, or any small working 
environment. The Adesso® AKB-110EB 3-Color Illuminated
Mini Keyboard is designed with membrane key switches that 
provide a quieter and faster typing experience that stands
up to long-term usage!

 

* 3 Color- Illuminated Back-lit Keyboard
 

The Illuminated Back-lit Keyboard allows you to work day 
and night, while easing eyestrain and helping to clearly see 
the right keys in any dark environment. Whether at your
desk or in the bedroom, you can type without disrupting
others.  In business, this mini keyboard is perfect for
dimly lit showrooms, warehouses, or o�ces. 

 

 

* 2X Size: Large Print Keys

 

The 2X-sized, large print keys provide excellent contrast and
greater appeal than traditional keyboards with the hard-to-
read letters. 

 
 

* Compact Size  

This keyboard is 11.75” wide and is designed with a Windows
key layout that includes an embedded numeric keypad. 
This keyboard is a great space saver for your home or o�ce. 
This keyboard is ideal for use in POS stations, kiosks, ware-
houses, manufacturing environments, or any place where 
space is limited. 

AKB -110EB  
3 Color- Illuminated Mini Keyboard 

Keyboard Speci�cations  

Keyboard Layout 87-Key US Layout  

Connection USB Cable  

Key Type  Membrane 

Power Source PC Powered via USB  

Indicators Num Lock, Caps Lock, Scroll Lock  

Color Black  

Dimensions 11.75” x 6” x 1 (299 x 153 x 26mm)  

Weight 1.2 Lbs  

Requirements   

Device USB Port  

Includes:  AKB -110  3 Color Illuminated Mini Keyboard  

 Quick Start Guide 

Shipping  

Item UPC Code  Pack Dims  Pack Weight  QTY  

AKB-110EB  783750006293 12.75 x 8.25 x 1.38”  1.6 Lbs  10/20 
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